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ABSTRACT 

Based on an earlier version presented at OFSI3 in Korea, a short review of distributed and multiplexed fibre grating sensor 
technology is given, followed by details of work at the University of Southampton, including aspects of temperature and 
strain discrimination and our own methods for multiplexed and distributed sensing. The paper concludes with a short 
discussion of the problems that should be avoided in order to construct viable systems for engineering requirements. 

1. INTRODUCTION

I 

Fibre Brag�grating sensor research has progressed actively over the last decade since the early landmark papers by Hill and 
Morey et al . Bragg gratings are narrowband reflective filters, w9ich are formed by periodic variations of refractive index, 
easily written into the core of a monomode fibre using UV light . They allow the encoding of sensing information as peak 
reflected wavelength, essentially ind�f_ydent of amplif.'l.9.i fluctuations. Qyting sensors have been used to m1t15ure many
physical parameters including strain ' • temperature and pressure ' (and even chemical parameters when the 
optical field extends outside the fibre). A majo5 advantage of grating sensors is that they can easily be formed into a 
multiplexed array along a single length of fibre , hence sampling the spatial distribution of a measurand. In addition, 
multiplexing can allow the formation of 3D sensing rosettes allf1 simultaneous measurement of several parameters by 
processing of the outputs of several sensors using linear regression . 
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More recent techniques have provided continuous distributed spatial information15 and some are capable of
characterisiqi the entire wavelength profile of long Bragg gratings with resolution below Imm , and even themselves being 
multiplexed 

2. REVIEW OF MULTIPLEXED FIBRE GRATING SENSORS

To interrogate multiplexed gratings, it is necessary to determine the peak reflected wavelengths of each element in a network 
of gratings. the network acting as a filter with a number of sharp peaks in its spectrum. This interrogation can be done by 
using any of the following approaches-

( a IA broadband source and some form of spectrum analyser (the analyser may be either a scanned optical filter and detector 
or a parallel analyser such as a CCD monochromator) 

(b)A wavelength scanned optical source and a fixed detector

(c)An active grating system. where the gratings act as either laser mirrors or as an integral distributed feedback laser (DFB)
followed by a spectrum analyser as in (a)

It should be noted that the transfer response of the tuned source (or filter) is usually of a narrowband type. However. in 
common with modern spectroscopic methods. Fourier-transform techniques can also be used. Then, the tuneable filter 
element has a sinusoidal transmission function and the information is recovered by Fourier transformation of the temporal 
detector response. Grating sensors are most commonly multiplexed in the wavelength domain, but it is also possible to make 
use of the time domain (propagation delays) and the coherence domain (matching white-light interferometers) and to 
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